Collaboration management involves capturing the collaboration process, coordinating the activities of the participating applications and humans, and/or providing awareness, i.e., information that is highly relevant to a specific role and situation of a process participant. In this paper we propose an awareness provisioning solution that allows focusing, customizing, and temporally constraining the awareness delivered to each process participant. Unlike existing collaboration management technologies (such as workflow and groupware) that provide only a few built-in awareness choices, the proposed awareness solution allows the specification of what information is to be given to what users and at what time. To support this advanced level of awareness, we require the definition of awareness roles and the specification of corresponding awareness descriptions. Awareness roles can be dynamically created and associated with any process scope.
Introduction
Collaboration occurs whenever humans and/or computer applications work together to accomplish a common goal. Collaboration typically involves a collaboration process that includes the activities performed by humans, applications, and/or groups of these. The collaboration process establishes the rules that determine when, how, and by whom each activity is performed. Collaboration management involves capturing and enacting the collaboration processes, and providing awareness by communicating collaboration-related information to participants (i.e., users coordinated by a system). Participants can then use the awareness information to influence the collaboration process. The Collaboration Management Infrastructure (CMI) has been developed at MCC to manage collaboration processes and combine process and situation awareness. CMI technology is driven by the requirements of many advanced applications provided by the companies that are members of the consortial CMI project. These applications, which include crisis management, command control, air and ground operations, and air traffic control, are not effectively supported by existing workflow and groupware technologies. To address requirements of such applications, CMI provides a sophisticated Collaboration Management Model (CMM) and a corresponding federated system that implements the CMM. CMM draws, integrates, and extends primitives from workflow and groupware models. In particular, CMM primitives include standard data and control flow primitives for coordinating participants and for automating collaboration process enactment. In addition, CMM provides many advanced primitives, including primitives for process extensibility that permit the specification of process templates that can be subsequently refined and extended as needed to deal with the situation at hand. In this paper, we focus on the CMI capabilities for providing awareness. We define awareness as information that is highly relevant to a specific role and situation of a process participant. Because a human's attention is a finite resource that must be optimized, awareness information must be digested into a useful form and delivered to exactly the users who need it. If given too little or improperly targeted information, users will act inappropriately or be less effective. With too much information, users must deal with an information overload that adds to their work and masks important information.
Awareness provisioning in CMI involves the specification of relevant information, gathering this information from a running system, digesting it into a usable form, and delivering it to the appropriate process participants. Unlike existing collaboration management technologies (such as workflow and groupware) that provide only a few built-in awareness choices, CMI allows the customization of awareness via awareness specifications. Awareness specifications, which are provided by process/awareness designers, define what information should be directed to what users based on their roles in the process. Awareness specifications consist of awareness roles and corresponding awareness descriptions. Awareness descriptions define the information that is delivered to a user that plays a specific awareness role. Such descriptions are made from event patterns that not only describe the desired constellation of events, but also how the information from those events is to be digested. Awareness roles are referenced in awareness descriptions and they are used in delivering customized awareness to process participants. Awareness roles do not have to be the same roles used for process coordination. Furthermore, they can be dynamically created and associated with any process scope or context, i.e., any collection of process activities and/or resources. The existence of an awareness role determines the appropriate time interval to deliver the information specified in the awareness description, e.g., when such a role is created or becomes visible. To provide awareness, CMI introduces several process-oriented enhancements to generic event processing technology. These include process-specific event operators, specialized event operators with built-in categorization for process instances, and event operators that accept process-specific parameters. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss some key requirements for awareness provisioning that are not supported effectively by existing technology and provide a critique of related work from the perspective of supporting such awareness requirements. In the following sections we discuss the corresponding CMI solutions supporting process and situation awareness. In particular, in Section 3 we outline CMI's Collaboration Management Model (CMM) for capturing collaboration processes. CMM is composed of interrelated submodels. In Section 4, we focus on the foundational model of CMM, called CORE, that provides the basis for CMI's Awareness Model (AM). AM is described in detail in Section 5. The CMI system architecture and the AM implementation are outlined in Section 6. Related work is presented in Section 7. The conclusion is in Section 8.
Awareness requirements and corresponding CMI contributions
CMI is a general-purpose technology that can support many advanced applications, including command and control, air and ground operations, and multi-enterprise telecommunications service provisioning [7, 8, 18] . In this paper we focus on the crisis mitigation domain. In particular, in Section 2.1 we present a crisis mitigation scenario. In Section 2.2 we discuss related awareness provisioning requirements and describe how this paper addresses these requirements.
Crisis mitigation scenario
The basic objective of crisis mitigation technology is to facilitate, expedite, and increase the effectiveness of resolving or at least mitigating a crisis. Crisis situations may appear in virtually all parts of government and business. They range from large scale crises, e.g., natural/economic disasters, military tensions and contentions, and epidemic outbreaks, to highly localized crises, like simple accidents. The principal characteristic of a crisis situation is that it occurs unexpectedly and that its exact course is unknown and unpredictable. While the response to an unfolding crisis may have a large degree of unpredictability, organizations that respond to a large number of similar crises develop regularized procedures and protocols for addressing the range of situations to which the organization must respond. The development of such procedures increases the effectiveness of such organizations, since it allows standardized training, and prevents chaotic response. The specifics of these procedures may vary greatly from one crisis mitigation to the next, but the basic course and overall structure often have a great deal of regularity. Technology for crisis mitigation must facilitate the regularization of the crisis mitigation, where appropriate, but be flexible enough to accommodate the variation that can occur in various crisis mitigation situations. In addition, such technology must empower the human participant in the crisis mitigation to make on-thespot decisions that affect the course of the crisis mitigation. Awareness enables this type of decision making and also helps facilitate the extra-system participant coordination that is often required in a crisis mitigation effort. To present a concrete example of dealing with a crisis consider an epidemic outbreak in some region of the United States. The health organization for that region would start a health crisis mitigation process to determine the nature of the disease and contain the outbreak. That is, a health crisis mitigation process typically consists of an information gathering subprocess to determine the cause of the health crisis, and a containment subprocess that deals with the spreading of the epidemic and coordinates appropriate containment. These processes involve doctors and patients in the area of the outbreak, the Center for Disease Control or the World Health Organization, agencies containing the outbreak, and news agencies. Each process may be coordinated by directors of these crisis mitigation agencies. However, various experts that participate in the process, such as epidemiologists and microbiologists performing lab tests, can also influence the course of the evolving process. Figure 1 depicts a possible course of an information gathering subprocess as part of the overall epidemic crisis response. Activities are illustrated by horizontal lines. Some of these activities are always required, while others are optional or they are dynamically introduced since they depend on current test results and decisions made by the coordinators and the experts that participate in the process. 
Figure 1. Activities in an information gathering process
The information gathering subprocess starts when a health agency becomes aware of the outbreak through its reporting channels. The subprocess ends when the nature of the pathogen is understood. Depending on the specific crisis situation, coordinators determine activities that need to be performed and delegate these activities to individuals (i.e., experts or other coordinators) or task forces to perform them. For example, a task force may be formed to contact local hospitals and determine the extent of the outbreak. Another task force may work with those affected to determine likely vectors of transmission. The assignment of people in a task force is likely to occur after the crisis response process has begun. Depending on the progress of the investigation, task force members may decide to invited external experts or do further lab tests. The basic observation is that the information needed to determine whether to issue an additional lab test, create a new task force, delegate work, or acquire additional expertise often depends on the state of other activities in the process, other processes, or other external events. Awareness provisioning is a means of specifying, digesting, and delivering such information to the appropriate process participant at the appropriate time.
Awareness requirements and CMI contributions
Collaboration management processes, such as the information gathering process in crisis mitigation, require awareness provisioning technology that has the following complementary awareness properties:
• Focused awareness enables participants of a process to tap directly on the process activities that they are interested, including activities that are performed by others and activity state changes for which participants cannot receive information via normal process control flow or data flow.
• Customized awareness determines what activity information is needed by each process participant, and how to filter, classify, digest, and summarize this information to match the participant's information requirements.
• Temporally constrained awareness allows the determination of when (i.e., the window in time) a process participant needs specific (focused and/or customized) awareness.
• External awareness extends the above types of awareness to participants and activities that belong to different top-level processes (i.e., a process that is not invoked from another process), as well as external information sources that are typically outside the reach of process participants. An application often requires awareness solutions that exhibit multiple properties. In the following paragraphs we describe each awareness property in more detail and give examples from the information gathering process that illustrate specific needs for each of these properties in the health crisis mitigation domain. We also outline our awareness pro visioning technology solutions that address the requirements for each awareness property.
Focused awareness allows process participants to directly monitor only those activities in a process that produce results that may impact their work. To present specific requirements for focused awareness consider the information gathering process in the health crisis mitigation. Assume that an instance of this process leads to the creation of two competing task forces: one consisting of experts conducting a series of lab test activities to identify a bacterium, and a second performing lab testing to identify a virus. Suppose that if any of pathogen identification tests are positive, any pending tests for the pathogen become unnecessary. Focused awareness permits the task force members who perform lab test activities to selectively monitor any other lab test activity in this task force. Since the lab test activities and the process participants that need to be notified are all in the same level of the process hierarchy, we refer to this type of focused awareness as peer awareness. Another type of focused awareness is deep awareness. To illustrate deep awareness consider that each of the above two task forces has a leader and all task forces are coordinated by a lab coordinator who is in charge of all task forces that perform lab tests. Suppose that the lab coordinator needs to know when a specific pair of tests consisting of a positive and a negative result have resulted from different task forces, e.g., a virus can be positively identified only if a bacterium is not present. This requires deep awareness since the test results must be obtained from activities that are not immediate sub-activities of the lab coordination activity; process encapsulation renders them effectively invisible to that activity. Alternatively, shallow awareness is required when, for example, a task force expert needs to know when a lab coordinator changes the deadline for the lab tests the expert is working on. Combinations of deep, shallow, and peer awareness are often required. In this paper we describe how CMI supports focused awareness. In particular, the CMI Awareness Model (AM) allows awareness designers (i.e., collaboration process designers or authorized process participants) to associate any specific collection of process activities with an awareness role. The CMI awareness engine detects the state changes of the activities associated with an awareness role, and delivers this information to the process participants that play this role. Awareness roles do not have to be static organizational roles. In CMI awareness roles can be dynamically created and associated with any process scope, i.e., any collection of process activities. In particular, participants in the crisis response process are often assigned to task forces whose composition is unknown before the process starts. In such dynamically composed inter-organizational teams, task force members play situational roles in addition to their organizational roles. Situational roles are bound to specific subprocesses, i.e., they exist only in a specific subprocess scope. Such scoped roles cannot be populated a priori. They must be dynamically created and removed as needed by the process. For example, an epidemiologist may be the task force leader. While the epidemiologist role is an organizational role, the task force leader role is a scoped role and may exist only as long as the task force exists. A task force leader typically requires different aware ness than epidemiologists who are simple task force participants. The CMI awareness engine effectively determines the specific process participants that must receive each type of awareness information and deliver it to them. For example, if the all results of lab tests performed by a task force must be directed to its leader who is also an epidemiologist, other epidemiologists do not need to receive this information.
Customized awareness reduces information overloading and increases the relevance of the information provided to the process participants. To facilitate the effectiveness of the experts involved in a crisis, awareness technology must filter out irrelevant information, and present to each participant only relevant information in a digested form (to further increase information relevance). For example, consider again the lab coordinator we introduced in our focused awareness example. Suppose that this lab coordinator is interested in receiving notification of a positive result from a lab test only in the event a specific number of patients in a local hospital have been diagnosed with related illnesses. This requires capturing a positive test result, e.g., with a corresponding lab test activity state, and filtering out negative lab tests. In addition, providing such customized awareness also involves capturing various illnesses as the results of possible diagnosis activities, filtering out illnesses that have not been caused by the pathogen identified by the positive lab test, and counting occurrences of illnesses that may have been caused by this pathogen. Finally, when the occurrences reach a specific number, a summary of this information, such as the related illnesses count, is delivered to the lab coordinator. To support such customized awareness, the CMI awareness model permits precise modeling of the application by supporting application-specific states for activities, e.g., to model positive and negative lab tests as activity states. Activity state changes produce awareness events that are detected by the CMI awareness engine. In addition, by permitting customization of activity-produced events via capturing application-specific states and detecting corresponding state change events, CMI allows the customization of awareness via awareness descriptions. Such descriptions define the information that is delivered to a participant that plays a specific awareness role. Awareness descriptions are made from event patterns that not only describe the desired constellation of events, but also how the information from those events is to be filtered, classified, and digested. As we discussed in earlier paragraphs describing focused awareness, awareness roles are referenced in awareness descriptions and they are used in delivering customized awareness to process participants.
Temporally constrained awareness provides for the delivery of awareness for a specific window in time. For example, consider again a task force leader. As we discussed earlier the task force leader role is a scoped role and may exist only as long as the task force process exists. Suppose that this task force leader has requested a sequence of tests. Notification of positive results must be delivered to this individual only while he plays the role of the task force leader. When the task force is dissolved, all subsequent task force leader awareness is no longer relevant. Therefore, delivery of task force leader awareness to this individual must start when this task force is created and must stop when the task force is dissolved. The primary way CMI supports temporally constrained awareness is by taking advantage of scoped awareness roles. The existence of an awareness role determines the appropriate time interval to deliver the information specified in the awareness description, e.g., when such a role is created or becomes visible. The CMI awareness engine effectively determines the specific process participants that must receive each type of awareness information and the window in time to deliver it to them. Another means of providing temporally constrained awareness is the creation of specific process activities to dynamic change the users assigned to an awareness role at the appropriate time.
External awareness extends focused awareness to include activities that belong to different top-level processes and various external event sources that have not been modeled as activities in some process. For example, consider an epidemiologist who is an expert in performing lab tests that identify a particular virus. Suppose that this participant may need to receive awareness about the weather conditions since these may affect the life cycle or spread of the virus. Although the monitoring of weather conditions is not an activity in the crisis mitigation process (e.g., it may an activity in a weather reporting process or just information i n weather report database), such awareness information is often need by process participants to perform their roles, e.g., identify a virus. The CMI awareness model and engine support the incorporation of external events in awareness descriptions. We are not aware of any existing collaboration management technology that addresses these requirements. Related work is discussed in Section 7.
Collaboration management model (CMM)
CMM is an advanced process-oriented model supported by CMI. It consists of a foundational model, called CORE, and several specialized extensions of it (as illustrated in Figure 2 ). CORE provides the process resources for all extensions, including scoped roles and context resources. These are described in Section 4. The CMM extensions provide modeling primitives designed specifically to support coordination, awareness, services, and applicationspecific process models. 
Figure 2. CMM: CORE + Extensions
The Coordination Model (CM) provides standard primitives for coordinating participants and for automating process enactment. A detailed discussion of the CM can be found in [8] . The Service Model (SM) supports service activities that allow the integration of external services into a CMM process. SM is outside the scope of this paper and it is described in [7, 18] . The Awareness Model (AM) allows the customization of process monitoring and the communication of collaboration-related events. AM specifications are created by process/awareness designers. They define what information should be directed to what users based on their roles in the process. The AM is described in Section 5. Extensions can be introduced on top of CM, SM, and AM to support application-specific process models [7, 18] . Figure 2 indicates this by an application-specific extension atop of CM, SM, and AM. To allow application modeling, CMM provides types for activities, activity states, resources, and dependencies. The CMM types are used to develop application models. These types are instantiated during enactment. Figure 3 depicts the basic primitives of the CMM, i.e., activity, activity state, resource, and dependency types. 
Figure 3. Basic primitives of the CMM
A process activity type consists of an activity state variable, activity variables, resource variables, and dependency variables. Activity variables represent the subactivities of a process. Resource variables describe the resources needed during process execution. Dependency variables define the coordination rules for the subactivities of the process, e.g., their order of execution. Basic activity types are restricted to an activity state variable and resource variables. The activity and resource variables in Figure 3 are generalizations of the standard activity and resource primitives in the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) reference model [21] and in many commercial Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs). Activity states and resources are discussed next. CMM is an extensible process model, i.e., it provides a set of meta-types that can be used to create new activity state, activity, and resource types. An important design decision is whether a process model such as CMM provides a fixed set of modeling primitives or extensibility of primitives via meta-modeling. Meta-types for primitives potentially allow more expressive and flexible process models. However, this typically incurs the expense of increased complexity. The process models of virtually all COTS (commercial, off-the-shelf) WfMSs are examples of models that provide only minimal meta-modeling capabilities. In particular, process models in this category provide meta-types only for data resources. The dependency and participant resource types are fixed and there is only a single activity state type. At the other end of the spectrum is the academic Mobile WfMS (Workflow Management System) [12] that supports the broad range of resource and dependency meta-types. CMM is driven by the need to develop a reasonable compromise between flexibility, expressiveness, and complexity. In particular, CMM provides meta-types for activity states, and activities. The activity state meta-type is required to capture application-specific behavior of activities. The meta-types for activities can be used to develop application specific process models. For resources and dependencies, CMM follows the approach deployed by COTS WfMSs. It provides resource meta-types, e.g., to allow for user-defined resource types, and it prescribes a fixed set of available dependency types. The CMM meta-types are not depicted in Figure 3 . Awareness provisioning is mainly supported by CORE and AM. These are discussed in detail in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
CORE model
CORE defines the CMM activity states, including both generic activity states and application-specific extensions, and the CMM resources. An important resource type that CORE provides is scoped roles. Scoped roles are a key resource type in awareness provisioning, since awareness roles are dynamic and situation-specific. Scoped roles are discussed at the end of this section.
Activity states. Each activity type contains an activity state variable that is associated with an activity state type which determines the possible activity states for instances of the respective activity type and corresponding state transitions. A transition from one activity state to another constitutes a (primitive) activity event. Events enable CORE to communicate information about activity execution. Figure 4 shows the generic activity state type defined by CORE. It is consistent with the proposed standard of the Workflow Management Coalition [22] . Note that a CORE activity state type enumerates possible activity states and state transitions, but it does not define how and when a state transition occurs. CM enhances CORE's activities and activity states with operations that cause state transitions. CORE's resources are adopted by all submodels without further extensions. CM and SM are outside the scope of this paper. The CM and SM submodels and their implementation issues are discussed in [8, 7, 18] . The generic activity states in Figure 4 capture application independent behavior of activity instances. In addition to the generic activity states, CORE allows the specification of application-specific states of activities. This facilitates precise modeling of the application. For example, substates of running, such as prepare test, perform test, and record results, are used to indicate application-specific phases of a running activity. The activity state type associated with a specific activity will therefore have a forest of activity states where the basic activity states are the roots of the trees and state transitions connect the leaf states of the forest. An activity state type A is a subtype of another B if A's state forest is a subforest of B's and if each state transition in A is a specialization of a state transition in B (or a state transition to the same state). To be valid, an activity state type must be a subtype of the generic activity state type depicted in Figure 4 . Therefore, CORE's activity state meta-model restricts the definition of application-specific activity states to substates of already defined (application-specific) states. Other workflow process models, such as METEOR [13] allow for the definition of arbitrary activity states. This can lead to complex process models with activity states that cannot be mapped at some level of generalization to a common denominator. The CORE activity state type system is used extensively in SM, which is described in [7, 18] .
Resources. CORE distinguishes four basic kinds of resource types to be used during an activity execution: data, helper, participant, and context resources. The data, helper, and basic participant resources are similar to those found in many workflow models and WfMS. In particular, CORE data resources correspond to the workflow internal and workflow relevant data in the workflow literature [12, 10] . The helper resources are typically programs that provide auxiliary resources to implement basic activities, such as a text editor that is needed for a human to perform a writing activity. Helper resources correspond to invoked applications of the WfMC standard [10] . In addition to the traditional data and helper resources, CORE provides context and advanced participant resources. These novel resource types are critical in supporting crisis management and many other advanced applications. The context resource is a collection of named resources (similar to a record structure in programming languages). Context resources are accessed by reference (as opposed to by value). Context resource references may be passed from one activity to another via normal data flow (e.g., from a parent process to a subactivity). This enables the association of context resources with various process scopes. Participant resources are either humans or programs. Such resources capture actors in the real world that take responsibility to start and perform activities. Both humans and programs can play (one or multiple) roles. Organizational roles are those typically found in WfMSs and as such, they are considered a basic participant resource capability. Organizational roles capture, to some degree, the roles in an organization, such as various classes of managers and workers. They are basically static in nature and are globally visible to all process types. In contrast, scoped roles, described next, are an advanced participant resource capability. Scoped roles are a cornerstone of AM.
Scoped roles. Scoped roles can be can be dynamically created and exist only within a (context) scope. Unlike usual organizational roles that are global, scoped roles are visible only to those activity instances that have access to the context resource that stores their definitions. Scoped roles can be used in the same way within a process specification as the usual global roles. Scoped roles are critical in supporting crisis management applications. Building a task force, for example, may involve selecting an epidemiologist as the task force leader. The task force leader must keep track of the progress of the task force's work. This is not required for epidemiologists that are not task force leaders. Task force-related roles must be dynamically created and assigned to the specific individuals that have been selected to participate in the task force. In general, these roles are independent from the (largely static) organizational roles of these people, they are only valid inside the task force, and their lifetime is restricted to that of the task force. Therefore, associating a context with a task force enables the task force-specific roles to be modeled as scoped roles. A similar situation appears in meetings: meeting participants can play a different role during the meeting than their organizational roles, e.g., meeting moderator or presenter. Again, the introduction of a meeting context containing scoped roles provides a solution.
AM Awareness model (AM)
The AM is an extension to CORE that can provide timely and highly relevant information to participants. Information in AM is specified and delivered as awareness events. Such events include activity state changes, resource status events, and dependency status changes. Awareness events can be combined into composite awareness events through the use of event operators. Delivery of detected composite events can be directed to users in either global or scoped roles. AM is an extensible model in that it supports the graceful addition of applicationspecific event types and event operators. In order to motivate the features of the awareness model, we introduce an awareness example that illustrates a specific awareness requirement from the crisis response domain. Suppose that as part of crisis response process, we have a health crisis leader creating a task force to assess the progress of an epidemic in a particular region. This involves the invocation of a process that will coordinate the task force. We will call this process the task force process. In addition to specifying the task force members at the beginning of this process, the health crisis leader is also prompted for a deadline for the completion of the task force's work. At any point in the process's lifetime, the leader may change the task force's deadline dues to changes in the situation. Suppose that the task force process includes an activity that allows task force members to request external information. In particular, assume that information request is a subprocess with a separate deadline for delivering the requested information. The information request deadline must be earlier than the task force deadline to allow integration of the requested information into the task force's work. Suppose that the leader changes the task force deadline after an information request has been made. Providing awareness in this situation involves notifying the information requestor that the task force deadline has been moved earlier than the information request deadline. Upon receiving this notification, the requestor can renegotiate the request deadline or cancel the request. Without the capabilities of AM, this notification would either be impossible or require significant programming using existing WfMS or groupware technologies. In Section 5.4, we revisit this example in more detail. AM includes many features of a general event processing model that is based on event operators. An event carries a set of name-value pairs called event parameters that provide detail about what occurred. Because events are assumed to be self-contained, an event's parameters must completely describe the event (e.g., include type, time, and source). This differs from events in active databases [16] where they may not be self-contained, but instead refer to a complex database state at a particular point in time. A composite event is an event that is defined to occur as a result of some non-empty collection of events called its constituent events. Because events are self-contained, parameters of composite events summarize those of the constituent events. Composite events may be constituents of other composite events. Non-composite events, called primitive events, come from well-defined event sourceseither from the enacted process or the outside world. AM's event self-containment assumption greatly facilitates the requirement for external awareness as it places minimal assumptions on events from external sources. Although AM reuses many features from existing event models, it also provides many unique features that allow it to effectively deal with process events. These features include event operators that are able to automatically separate process instances and to deal with the mapping of events of a subactivity to corresponding events in the parent process. These features are discussed further in Section 5.1.2 (event operator parameterization and per process instance replication) and Section 5.1.3 (the process invocation event operator), respectively. An event operator in AM is a self-contained algorithm for recognizing instances of a pattern of constituent events and calculating the parameters of the resulting composite events, usually incrementally. Instances of event operators can be interconnected via event streams to make a composite event specification that explicitly dictates how events will flow from event producers to event consumers. An event in an awareness description is an ephemeral information packet that flows immediately from an event source to an event consumer along an event stream. The entire event specification acts like a composite event operator that consumes primitive events and produces composite events that meet specific needs of the event (awareness) designer. Event operators and event specifications allow AM to address the requirement of customized awareness introduced in Section 2.2. AM provides an extensible palette of predefined event operators that are process aware. Event operators from the provided palette can be used by designers to construct composite event specifications. The use of a palette hides the complexity of AM's low-level event processing model from designers. However, because AM is extensible, i.e., it provides a means to construct new event operators as needed by designers. Therefore, AM is also a general toolkit for constructing event operators that do not use or partially overlap with those of the provided palette. It is possible, for example, to create operators such as those of an event algebra like Snoop [4] . However, the provided AM palette is more powerful in supporting process awareness that other alternatives. Therefore, in the following sections we concentrate on the operators AM provides.
AM uses event specifications as the basis of an awareness specification language for awareness designers to construct awareness schemata. Note that any process participant may be an awareness designer, but this raises serious security issues that are outside the scope of this paper. Therefore, we assume that awareness designers are process designers. Awareness schemata define patterns of composite events, describe how information from constituent events is to be digested, and dictate to whom the result is to be delivered. Formally, an awareness schema AS P on process type P is defined to be a triplet (AD P , R P , RA P ), where AD P is an awareness description, R P is an awareness delivery role, and RA P is an awareness role assignment. AD P is a composite event specification over event sources visible in the process type P. Therefore, AD P specifies awareness information in the form of composite events that relate to an instance of process P. R P is a role visible in the scope of process P that is resolved at composite event detection time to a set of users who are candidates to receive the awareness information specified in AD P . Finally, RA P defines what subset of the users in the awareness delivery role will actually receive the information. Together, R P and RA P act as delivery instructions for the awareness events detected by AD P . The awareness description, awareness delivery role, and awareness role assignment are discussed in more detail in Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, respectively.
Awareness description
The awareness description (AD P ) is a composite event specification that has been specialized for the processing of process enactment events a process type P. A composite event specification is a rooted, directed acyclic graph (DAG) where the leaves of the DAG are primitive event sources, the non-leaves are event operator instances, and the edges are connections, i.e., typed event streams, between event sources and the consuming slots of event operator instances. An event operator Eop may have a type signature Eop(T 1 , T 2 , …, T n ) → T Eop , where the operator consumes events from n sources with the ith source conforming to type T i and produces events of type T Eop . An instance of an event operator is a running instance of the operator's algorithm, which acts as a consumer of multiple typed event streams, called inputs, and produces a stream of events called the output. An event operator instance can be thought of as a computational pipeline that can produce any number of output events for a single input event. During execution of the specification, primitive events enter the DAG at their associated leaves and flow to the input slots of operators connected to those leaves. As composite events are generated, they flow to their consumers, which are usually slots of other event operator instances. Composite events that are output from the root of the DAG are said to be composite events detected by the composite event specification. The entire composite event specification is an event source for events produced by its root operator instance. AM provides a palette of event sources and general process-based event operators, however application-specific event sources and operators can be added as needed by the application. Event sources provided by AM are discussed in 5.1.1. The specialization of AM event operators for process support and corresponding operator properties are described in 5.1.2. Finally, the event operators provided by AM are enumerated in 5.1.3.
Event sources
In this section we discuss two event sources that CMI currently implements: activity state change events and context field change events. Additional event sources are anticipated and AM allows for the graceful addition of application-specific event sources. In particular, all CMI resources are sources of potential state change events. An activity state change event is produced each time a CMI activity changes state. Formally, the primitive event source E activity has type T activity with the following parameters:
• time-the time of the event;
• activityInstanceId-the activity instance id of the activity changing state;
• parentProcessTypeId-the process type id of the activity's parent process, if the activity is not itself a toplevel process;
• parentProcessInstanceId-the process instance id of the activity's parent process, if the activity is not itself a top-level process;
• user-the user responsible for the state change, if any;
• activityVariableId-the activity variable id of the activity changing state, if the activity is not itself a toplevel process;
• activityProcessTypeId-the process type id of the activity, if the activity is a process; and
• oldState and newState-the old and new states.
Recall from Section 4 that activity states and allowable state changes are defined as part of an activity type's activity state type. Section 4 defined a context resource as a named collection of other resources. Contexts are organized into namevalue pairs called fields. A context field change event (or context event) is produced each time a field in a context resource is modified. Because of resource scoping in CMM process specifications, a context resource may be associated with several process instances. Formally, the context event source E context has type T context with the following parameters:
• contextId-the id of the context instance;
• {(processTypeId, processInstanceId)}-a set of tuples of process type ids and process instance ids recording the processes associated with this context;
• fieldName-the field name being modified; and
• oldFieldValue and newFieldValue-the old and new values of the field.
AM is extensible, i.e., it allows for application-specific events to be added to those discussed above. In particular, AM allows the graceful addition of event sources and event operators from outside the process enactment arena. Such event sources may cover events related to information outside the modeled business process or application-specific events from automated systems not directly modeled in the business process. (Recall the requirement of external awareness from Section 2.2.) For maximum synergism, external events should be related to the process via application-specific event operators. In the crisis response example, an external event source may be from a news service that has found an article for which a task force has registered an interest, perhaps via an activity that creates a continuously running query based on user-supplied keywords. An event from the news service would contain a query id that can be related back to the process instance through an application-specific event operator. This example is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.
Specialization of event operators
AM event operators must support the definition of meaningful awareness descriptions that can be authored by a process/awareness designer with minimal effort. To achieve these goals, all AM operators are have been enhanced to directly understand process instances, process nesting, and to work together with ease. In particular, AM operators have the following common properties:
• They output events of a canonical event type.
• They replicate their algorithm per process instance.
• They may be parameterized based on specific features of the process type to which they are associated.
Canonical event type.
As a deliberate design decision, nearly all operators take inputs and produce outputs of a canonical event type, denoted C P , associated with a process type P. The canonical event type simplifies the task of the process/awareness designer because it allows more freedom on how operators can be combined in awareness descriptions and it allows for maximal event operator reuse. The canonical event type has event parameters for the time of the event, the process type and instance ids, as well as several generic parameters whose meaning depends on the operator that generated it. For example, intInfo is a generic integer information parameter. The downside of this design decision is that although composite events effectively summarize their constituent events, they do so by using only parameters of canonical event type; no additional parameters can be transmitted.
Per process instance replication. Awareness specifications are closely tied to process types, but a process type may have an arbitrary number of instances. Each event operator must therefore replicate its algorithm for each process instance from which it receives events. This is necessary so that events are not mixed across process instances. Because the process instance id is a parameter on the canonical event type, the operator may simply use that event parameter to access its partitioned internal state. Because all operators in an event description are replicated this way, the entire awareness description is effectively replicated per process instance. Note that the process invocation event operator, below, provides a means to translate events from one process to the equivalent event relative to the invoking (i.e. parent) process. Using this operator, it is possible for an event operator in an ancestor process to combine events from different processes.
Event operator parameterization. AM event operators are actually families of parameterized operators where the parameters are instantiated per operator instance. Parameterized operators are declared as:
where the positional event types consumed and the event type produced are as before. The operator is parameterized by m operator parameters that must be specified for each instance of the operator. The parameters, which are specified at design-time, customize the behavior of the event-processing algorithm embodied in the operator. Usually, the first parameter will be P, the process type associated with the operator instance's containing awareness description, AD P . Note that parameterization of event operators for process types is a unique feature of AM. Other operator parameters are usually constants or items associated with the process type P, e.g. an activity variable in P. Event operator parameterization increases operator generality at the cost of a small increase in complexity.
AM Event Operator Taxonomy
AM provides filtering, generic, count, comparison, and process invocation event operators. These five categories of event operators are described below. AM also supports the addition of application-specific event operators. See Section 5.4 for an example of how an application-specific event operator might be employed.
Filtering.
A filter operator takes a primitive event source as input and outputs some subset of those events as specified by the operator's parameters. Filtering event operators have a one-to-one correspondence with the available primitive event types. AM provides activity and resource filter operators. New filter operators, such as for application-specific event sources external to a process, can be added as necessary. For example, the activity filter operator is parameterized by a process type P, an activity variable in that process type Av, a set of old states and a set of new states. In particular, Filter activity [P, Av, States old , States new ](T activity ) → C P takes the activity state change event type T activity as input, and emits an event of type C P only when the activity variable in that process makes a state transition from one of the old states to one of the new states. Note that the only source of events of that type is E activity , the single source of activity state change events. If the activity occurs in process type P (parentProcessTypeId), and it is an activity associated with activity variable Av (activityVariableId), and the old state of the event is in the set States old , and the new state of the event is in the set States new , then an output event is generated.
The context filter operator, Filter context [P, Cname, Fname](T context ) → C P , is parameterized by a process type, a context name, and a field name. It takes the primitive context field change primitive event source T context as input and outputs events of type C P only when there is a value change to the specified field in a context of the specified name associated with the specified process type. Note that the only source of events of that type is E context , the single source of context state change events. If the context event occurs that is associated with process type P (in processTypeIdList), and the context name matches Cname, and the context field name matches Fname, then an output event is generated. When appropriate, the new field value is copied to the intInfo output event parameter. Typically, the addition of an application-specific event source also requires the addition of an application-specific filtering event operator to convert the event's natural type to the canonical event type. The canonical event type was introduced in Section 5.1.2.
Generic operators.
Most event processing systems define basic operators for sequence, conjunction, and disjunction. In the following paragraphs, we outline the AM variations of these operators.
The conjunction operator, And[P, copy](C P , …, C P ) → C P , takes two or more (n) inputs of event type C P and emits an event of type C P when an event has been seen on all input slots. More specifically, the operator generates a composite event when some input event, e i is seen on each input position i, with no constraints on order. The operator parameter copy is an integer (1 ≤ copy ≤ n) that selects the input event whose parameters (except time) will be copied to the output composite event.
The sequence operator, Seq[P, copy](C P , …, C P ) → C P , takes the same inputs as the And operator. The operator generate a composite event when an event has been seen on all input slots in slot order.
The disjunction operator, Or[P](C P , …, C P ) → C P , takes two or more (n) inputs of event type C P as input and merely echoes every input it receives as its output.
Count.
The count operator maintains a count of the number of input events seen (per process instance) and it emits that value as the intInfo parameter on its canonical output event. Count[P](C P ) → C P , takes the event type C P as input and outputs an event for every input seen. The count operator is most useful when combined with the comparison operators, described next.
Comparison. The single input comparison operator, Compare1[P, boolFunc1](C P ) → C P , takes the event type C P as input. The operator generates a composite event as output when the intInfo canonical input event parameter (a generic integer value) satisfies the boolean function, boolFunc1. In this case, the parameters of the resulting composite event are copied from the input. If the function is not satisfied, the input event is ignored.
The double input comparison operator, Compare2[P, boolFunc2](C P , C P ) → C P , takes two event sources of type C P as inputs. The operator generates a composite event as output if inputs have occurred in both input positions and the latest intInfo canonical input event parameters satisfy the two-parameter boolean function boolFunc2. In this case, the parameters of the resulting composite event are copied from the latest input, irrespective of its position.
Process invocation.
The process invocation event operator is the only operator that allows events associated with one process type to be translated into events associated with a different process type. This translation is only meaningful if one process instance invokes the other as a subprocess. The process invocation event operator allows events associated with one process to be translated to the equivalent event relative to its invoking process. This operator is another unique feature of AM. (Note that in order to combine events from two process instances that are not directly related through a subactivity invocation, the processing must occur in a common ancestor process, with one process invocation event operator used for every subactivity invocation involved.) The process invocation event operator, Translate[P invoking , P invoked , Av](T actvity , C Pinvoked ) → C Pinvoking , takes two event sources as input: one of the primitive activity event type and an event source of the invoked process C Pinvoking . The operator parameter Av is an activity variable appearing in the process type P invoking that invokes a subactivity of process type P invoked . Input events are translated only if an input event is associated with an instance of the process P invoked that was invoked through activity Av in the calling process P invoking . If this condition is not met, the input event is ignored. (The first event input, T activity , is required in order to provide the necessary information for the translation between process instances.)
Awareness delivery role
The awareness delivery role (R P ) is a role that indicates the participants of P who will receive the awareness events specified in the corresponding awareness description. An awareness role may be either a global (organizational) role or a scoped (dynamic) role visible to P. In CMI, awareness delivery roles may differ from the roles used for process coordination, but the same specification mechanisms apply, regardless of usage. As we discussed in Section 4, scoped roles allow AM to tailor the awareness information for individual process participants as needed to fulfill their responsibilities. For example, in crisis management, scoped roles allow the customization and delivery of awareness to be performed while the process is in progress. We are not aware of any other collaboration management technology that currently provides such awareness capabilities.
Awareness role assignment
The awareness role assignment (RA P ) allows a specific subset of the awareness delivery role to actually receive the information from the composite event recognized by the awareness description. The awareness role assignment is an arbitrary function on the set of users gathered by resolving the awareness role that returns a subset of those users. The function may choose users that should receive awareness information based on their load or whether they are currently signed-on to the system. Currently, the only implemented awareness role assignment function is the identity function, implying that all users in the awareness delivery role will receive the information. Awareness role assignment is a dual to the coordination role assignment found in CM, described in [8] .
Awareness examples
We present three awareness examples to clarify the components of awareness model and to underscore the awareness requirements presented in Section 2.2. First, consider the example of a CDC director who wants to know when an IdentifyPathogen activity in a specific process instance has completed, i.e., has identified an unknown pathogen. Let us assume that the CDC director is the only user in the organizational role Director and that IdentifyPathogen is an activity in the InformationGathering process. The following awareness specification allows the CDC director to be notified by an event when the unknown pathogen has been identified:
AS InformationGathering = (AD InformationGathering , Director, Identity), where AD InformationGathering = Filter activity [InformationGathering, IdentifyPathogen, Running, Complete] (E activity ) The awareness specification notifying the director upon pathogen identification is an example of focused awareness in that it targets a state change of a particular activity that is of interest to someone that has not been assigned to this activity. For the second example, consider again the problem of providing awareness of a deadline violation that was introduced at the beginning of Section 5. In modeling these processes, we assume that the task force process creates a context (TaskForceContext), which contains the task force's membership (TaskForceMembers) and the deadline (TaskForceDeadline) as fields. This context would be passed to the information request subprocess. The information request process creates its own context (InfoRequestContext) containing, among other things, a role for the requestor (Requestor) and the information request deadline (RequestDeadline). The requestor is the member of the TaskForceMembers role who invoked the information request. The requestor role is created explicitly to identify the specific individual that requested the information. This is necessary because there may be more than one individual playing the task force member role. The Requestor role is a dynamically created awareness delivery role that identifies the individual who will receive the deadline violation event. Furthermore, the Requestor role disappears upon completion of the information request process, i.e., it is a scoped role. [InfoRequest, InfoRequestContext, RequestDeadline] (E context ), which emits an event upon creation or modification of the information request deadline. The deadline violation awareness specification is customized and temporally constrained. It is customized in that it combines primitive events from multiple event sources and directs the awareness to a specific scoped role. It is temporally constrained in that events can only be delivered during the lifetime of the Requestor role, which is the same lifetime as the information request process. Once that process instance completes, the associated role disappears and no further awareness can be generated in the context of that process instance. The implementation of this awareness schema is discussed in Section 6.2. The final awareness example involves the use of a primitive event source outside the collaboration management system. In Section 3 we noted that CMM's Awareness Model supports the graceful addition of application-specific primitive event sources and operators. Application-specific customization of a collaboration management system in the area of crisis mitigation could include the monitoring of news feeds as a primitive event source. As part of an information gathering process a specialized basic activity could gather key words from a crisis manager and submit them to a news service as a subscription for future notification. The activity could store a subscription id in a context, perhaps through normal data flow. The news service would generate primitive events of type T News that would have parameters for a subscription Id and an Internet universal resource locator (URL) for the news item found. An application-specific operator, RelateNews[P, Cname, Fname](T actvity , T News ) → C P , would relate the news event to the process that generated the description through a field Fname in a context Cname visible in the process's scope containing the subscription id returned by the news service. The operator would generate canonical events, which could be consumed by any of the other AM event operators or be directly used as an awareness description in an awareness schema. Note that the URL would be propagated via one of the canonical event's generic information parameters. A straightforward use of the RelateNews event operator would be an awareness specification that notifies the membership of a task force of any news event to which the task force process had subscribed. This awareness specification would be customized and external. It is customized in that it involves application-specific primitive event sources and event operators. It is external in that it makes use of extra-process event sources.
Implementing awareness provisioning
In the following sections we discuss how CMI implements the awareness provisioning solution that is prescribed by the AM. In Section 6.1, we outline the CMI system architecture. Section 6.2 describes how awareness specifications are created in CMI. A description of the mechanism for gathering primitive events at run-time is provided in Section 6.3. The composition and processing of such events is according to the awareness specifications is discussed in Section 6.4. The resulting awareness information delivery to the appropriate participants is elaborated in Section 6.5.
CMI system architecture
The architecture of the CMI prototype is depicted in Figure 5 . The CMI system follows a client-server approach with the CMI Enactment System as the server. CMI leverages several COTS (commercial, off-the-shelf) software systems. The CMI Client for Participants is a suite of tools employed at run-time by CMI process participants. The Client for Participants contains a variant of the traditional WfMS worklist, a process-monitoring tool, and a viewer for delivered awareness information. The CMI Client for Designers is a suite of build-time tools that includes the Awareness Specification Tool. The CMI awareness engine uses a specialized version of the Complex Event Detection and Monitoring System (CEDMOS). CEDMOS is a general event processing system described in [3] . CMI specializations include those described in Section 5.1.2. The CMI Awareness Specification Tool is also a customization of the CEDMOS composite event specification tool.
Awareness specification
The CMI graphical awareness specification tool is a build-time client for designers that allows the creation and editing of awareness specifications as defined in Section 5. The awareness specification GUI tool is a composite event specification tool that hides much of the complexity of general composite event specification from the designer. Each window of the tool has a one-to-one association with a previously specified process type; all awareness schemata associated with that process type are edited in that window. Awareness specifications in CMI closely resemble the awareness schemata from AM. Each awareness schema is a rooted, directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose leaves are the primitive event sources, interior nodes are event operators and the root is a special output event operator that adds delivery instructions to its input event. This operator has not been previously discussed because it is an artifact of the implementation that simplifies the awareness specification user interface. The output operator's delivery instructions include the awareness delivery role and awareness role assignment, described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, as well as a user-friendly description of the event. Both interior nodes and leaves may be shared amongst all awareness schemata DAGs in an awareness specification window. The complete set of awareness schemata associated with a process can thus be thought of as a single, multiply rooted DAG. A designer creates an awareness schema in three steps. First, he places instances of the desired operators (as boxes) in the awareness specification window, which always contains distinct representations (diamonds) for each of the primitive event sources. Second, he specifies the edges of the DAG through a simple direct manipulation mouse interaction. Recall that the edges represent a connection between an event source and a positional slot of an event consuming event operator instance. Each event operator has constraints on the cardinality and event types permitted for each slot. Third, for operators that allow customization of their behavior through parameterization, the designer can invoke a dialogue-based operator-specific editor from an operator instance, thus allowing him to specify parameters that customize its behavior. A designer can rapidly author complete awareness schemata without specialized knowledge of event processing. Figure 6 shows a typical awareness specification window in the CMI awareness specification tool. The entire window is associated with one process type having two awareness schemata, one of which is outlined. The boxes are event operators. The special output operator (seen here as Output) encodes the awareness schema's awareness delivery role and awareness role assignment. The DAG that serves as the input to the output operator is the awareness description. Diamonds represent primitive event sources. The dark lines are event connections between event sources and their consumers. The awareness schema on the right hand side is that of our deadline violation example from Section 5.4. The constituent event operators, op1 and op2, are annotated for clarity. Application-specific event operators and their graphical equivalents can be added programmatically using a CMI API for extending the awareness specification editor. 
Primitive event gathering
There are two main issues with primitive event gathering in the AM implementation: (1) the kinds of primitive events and (2) the mechanism to transmit them from their source to the Awareness Engine for processing. Primitive event sources in CMI consist of activity state change events and CMI resource state change events, in particular context resource field change events described in 5.1.1. Depending on the source of the primitive event, a different software component may require instrumentation to gather it. Activity state change events are gathered at the Coordination Engine, for example, and context resource field assignments are gathered from the CORE Engine. The implementation of AM provides event source agents for gathering primitive events and delivering them to interested software components. Conceptually, the event source agents in CMI are part of the Awareness Engine, though they are tightly bound to the actual event sources. Application-specific event sources can be readily added through the implementation of event source agents for application-specific events.
Composite event processing
At build-time, the designer-specified awareness schemata are automatically transformed into one or more detector agents that embody one or more awareness schemata. The resulting agents become part of the Awareness Engine. The agent(s) consume primitive events, perform the event processing, and send recognized composite events, complete with delivery instructions, to the awareness delivery component, described next.
Awareness delivery
Delivery of awareness information to the targeted participants is orchestrated through two CMI components: the awareness delivery agent, which is part of the Awareness Engine, and the awareness information viewer, which is part of the CMI Client for Participants. The awareness delivery agent consumes all composite events of the type produced by the special output operator that was added in the awareness provisioning implementation. Recall that the output event operator adds delivery instructions to its input event. When the agent receives such an event, it resolves the awareness delivery role and awareness role assignment from the event's delivery instructions to a set of participants through an interaction with the CORE Engine. The information from the event is then queued for each participant in the set. A persistent queue is necessary because a participant is not assumed to be logged-on to the system when he receives an awareness event. The awareness information viewer in the CMI Client for Participants is responsible for registering an interest in the event queue for its user, retrieving event information, and displaying it to him. Issues of event aggregation, priority, notification mechanisms, and follow-on actions are under further consideration.
Related work
We are not aware of any existing workflow or groupware technology that fully addresses the awareness requirements we discussed in Section 2.2. In particular, Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) provide workflow process monitoring. Currently, there are standard monitoring APIs available, such as the process monitoring API provided by the Workflow Management Coalition Reference Model [10] . However, unless WfMSs users are willing to develop specialized awareness applications that analyze process-monitoring logs, their awareness choices are limited to a few built in options and process-relevant events. In particular, WfMSs currently assume that participants in a process are either "workers" that need to be aware only of the activities assigned to them, or "managers" that must know the status of all the activities in the entire process, i.e., monitor the entire process. Similarly, groupware tools support only limited roles and corresponding awareness that are specific to the intended use of each tool. For example, groupware tools for network presentations, such as NetMeeting [14] , support "presenter", "observer", and/or "hybrid" roles. Presenters are allowed to write on the shared whiteboard and manipulate the applicationsharing tool, while observers can only observe (read) these resources. Users with hybrid roles can do both of these and they must negotiate and perform non-trivial coordination outside the scope groupware tools. Some process oriented systems researchers have used the term awareness to describe notifications of specific process activities. Elvin [19] is a general publish/subscribe framework that has been used as part of the wOrlds collaboration system that supports workflows [1] . While Elvin could be considered event-based, subscriptions are done with content-based filtering, but no other form of customized event processing is performed. It is unclear if Elvin is used in direct conjunction with wOrld's workflow enactment events. InConcert WfMS [11] is an example of a process-oriented system with e -mail notification of simple workflow conditions, much in the spirit of this publish/subscribe awareness. While the publish/subscribe model admits that a user will consume the information, these systems provide no mechanism to cater the information for specific roles/classes of users, nor do they address the issue of combining information from multiple sources. The term awareness has also been used in many collaborative systems (not managed by a process specification) primarily to cover only information about one's fellow collaborators and their actions [20, 2, 17] . This limited form of awareness is sometimes called teleprescence [9] . One motivation for teleprescence is that it allows users to readily determine who is available at remote locations so that ad hoc collaboration may be initiated [6] . However, ad hoc collaboration is less likely in a process-oriented environment where the majority of tasks are coordinated by an explicit process. Our notion of awareness largely subsumes the notion of awareness in collaborative systems both because more than just user information is considered and because a process model is leveraged to improve information relevance. Our concept of awareness follows in the spirit of Dourish who advocates raising the level of abstraction through judicious simplification of the "story a system tells about itself'" [5] . His approach is quite similar to our notion of improving the quality of aware ness information through improved contextual relevance. Awareness provisioning in CMI is unique to our knowledge. CMI is the first process-oriented system that can provide highly relevant information tailored to the needs of specific roles process participants play. Furthermore, CMI allows such awareness roles to be dynamically created, as needed.
Conclusion
Existing technology for collaboration management typically offers only a few built-in choices for providing information to the humans and applications participating in a collaboration process. These typically include some discrete choices such as the list of the process activities a participant has to perform (worklist items), information about the status of specific shared process resources (document or whiteboard status), or information about every activity and resource in the process (monitor data). In many advanced applications these built-in choices either overload participants with information, or the participants have to use complementary tools to gather or communicate information not provided. The main contribution of this paper is the ability to tailor the awareness information for individual process participants as needed to fulfill their responsibilities. Furthermore, in applications that involve dynamic change, such as crisis management, the proposed technology allows the customization and delivery of awareness to be performed while the process is in progress. This is accomplished by supporting (dynamic) context-specific roles. We are not aware of any other collaboration management technology that currently provides such awareness capabilities. To address the awareness requirements of advanced applications, such as crisis management, CMI combines an advanced processes model with specialized composite event detection technology. We recognize that in crisis management, part of the coordination is occurs through extra-system means, often in the last moment based on latebreaking information gleaned by process participants. To facilitate such dynamic processes, we view awareness to be an essential requirement in allowing process participants to make effective coordination decisions. Awareness provides much of the information necessary to facilitate such ad hoc coordination. The CMI system has been successfully used in a DARPA-funded demonstration in the domain of intelligence gathering in crisis situations. The demonstration involved the specification of nine collaboration process types with more than fifty CMM activities and around ten awareness specifications. We discovered no major CMM limitations in the crisis mitigation processes. The CMI system provided all required functionality for supporting the specified crisis mitigation processes. In most cases, the worklist, awareness, and monitoring tools provided sufficient GUIs for coordinating the process participants, and provided superb awareness and monitoring. In a few situations, we had to develop application-specific tools to simulate those used in the intelligence application area. The demonstration exposed and tested the CMI technology in a realistic problem area. Although we received some criticism from domain experts regarding the applicability of process technologies to the crisis mitigation domain, our experience validate many of our concepts and illustrated the benefit of the CMI technology in an area where there are few other alternatives.
